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Are you efficiently managing your stock?
With IBM Maximo + Advanced Stock Manager
The Tolerro Advanced Stock Manager application for IBM Maximo seamlessly adds functionality to the system
you already know - and it is simple to use. It provides comprehensive stocktaking capability to complement the
inventory management functions in Maximo. This added functionality will provide you better insight into the strengths,
weaknesses and opportunities within your supply chain.

Why IS stocktaking essential FOR inventory management?
Over investment in inventory can lead to high operating capital and pressure on cash flow. Under investment could
mean your maintenance responsiveness is too slow. Poor visibility of stock levels could mean you don’t have an
accurate understanding of stock on hand, what is out of date and perhaps even what is being stolen.
Proper capturing and reporting of variances in stock levels is key to understanding:
1.
2.
3.

How much and what type of stock is lost or missing, perishing or out of date;
The value of stock; and
How to improve inventory management practices.

Tolerro Advanced Stock Manager provides the ability to capture, analyse and report on correct stock data allowing you
to optimise inventory management.

Periodic stocktaking is essential - unless you have accurate
information you cannot manage stock availability, identify any losses
or correctly forecast and budget.

Why Tolerro Advanced Stock Manager?
Advanced Stock Manager is designed by asset management specialists with an in-depth knowledge of the IBM
Maximo Asset Management system. It was designed in recognition of the additional functionality needed to further
enhance Maximo inventory management capability.
Whilst Maximo handles the entering and issuing of stock, there is no provision for periodic stocktake to reconcile and
adjust stock levels. Conducting stocktakes using Advanced Stock Manager will capture current and historical data on
stock levels and usage.
Drawing from IBM Maximo, the stocktake parameters and count sheets can be specifically configured to suit your
organisation, business processes and the type of items being counted. Stocktake counts are then recorded in
Maximo and variance reports generated for review. The stocktake is then reconciled, updating the inventory levels.
With accurate inventory data, stock management decisions can be made to adjust levels to meet asset management
requirements.
If you use IBM Maximo, then Tolerro Advanced Stock Manager is the application you need to streamline your
stocktaking practices for enhanced asset management.
Here are some of the features and benefits:

Features

Benefits

t Real time snapshot and historical view of
stock assets
t Supports multiple businesses, locations
and sites
t Organise by category or location
t Handles all types of stock including stocked
items; rotatable items; condition enabled and
lotted stock and perishable goods
t Provides a master stocktake and future
stocktake scheduling
t Incorporate flexible segregation of duties
t Customisable reports in various formats
t Import/export inventory files and reports
t Multi-level user access
t Monitor and report stock costs and variances.
t Provides reconciliation and variance reports
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Greater accuracy and transparency
Correctly forecast and budget
Control costs
Make better decisions
Deliver the speed, security and reliability your
business needs
Specific to asset management based stock takes
Simple to use but robust with the same IBM
Maximo look and feel and functionality
Seamlessly integrates into IBM Maximo with no
disruption to standard IBM Maximo use
Delivers accurate information for Finance and
management functions
Follows best practice and has an auditable
reconciliation process.
Stores history of stocktakes which means
auditability and transparency

To further enhance your stocktaking capability
call 1300 730 722 for a demonstration.
Tolerro implemented Advanced Stock Manager
at a Utilities client site enabling them to clearly
identify 12,000 previously unaccounted for
items, in 8 locations in only five weeks.
Streamlining their stocktake using ASM has led
to greater efficiency and transparency saving
valuable time and money. A re-evaluation of stock
holding has improved stock related decisions
including optimising levels of stock needed for
maintenance activities.

About Tolerro
Tolerro is a specialist asset management solutions provider. We deliver enterprise asset management and mobile
workforce solutions to asset-intensive industries through market-leading technology and expert advice. We provide
complete solutions including consulting, business analysis, software, development and integration, support and
training.
Tolerro has worked extensively with clients from a broad range of sectors including Local, State and Federal
Government, Energy and Utilities, Natural Resources and Mining, Manufacturing, Transportation, Travel and
Recreation, and Facilities Management.
Our Company Values underpin everything we do and how we work with our clients. Our emphasis continues to be:
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A strong client focus
Technological leadership
Innovative problem solving
Reliability
Agility
Value for money solutions

When you engage Tolerro you can be sure you will get an experienced team that understands your objectives
and challenges, and we will deliver solutions which will meet your needs, on time and on budget. We are an IBM
Business Partner and a SAP Channel Partner.

Free call in Australia 1300 730 722
International call +61 (7) 3379 5347
www.tolerro.com | info@tolerro.com

